THE DREAM OF THE PURPLE OCTOPUS

Explore the world of the giant purple octopus! Crawl under, climb, balance and run along its arms - or hide in the safety of the seaweed as you plan your next move into the domain of the impressive sea creature.
THE OCTOPUS HEAD

PLAYGROUND DESIGN: THE DREAM OF THE PURPLE OCTOPUS
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THE OCTOPUS SWING
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PLAY FEATURES

Composite play: The purple octopus head has several points of entry, a climbing net + internal platforms, transfer platform for wheelchair users, two giant eyes that you may look out through, and a built-in 1.6 m slide.

H: 3.3m W: 3.2 m L: 6.0m
Age group: 5-12

Octopus arm, 1.1 x 3.3 m, for climbing, balance and role play activities.
Age group: 2-12

Octopus arm, 0.5 x 1.5m, and tree trunks, for climbing, balance and role play activities.
Age group: 2-12

Octopus arm with built-in swingset with 2 swings + tree trunks.
H: 3.3 m
L: 8.6 m
Age group: 2-12

2 surfboards on springs, 2.0 x 0.6 m H: 0.4 m
Age group: 2-12

Composite play structure consisting of an octopus arm, 0.7 x 3.5m, seaweed trunks with climbing ropes and acrobatic bar, for climbing, balancing and upper body strength.
Age group: 2-12

Octopus arm climbing wall.
H: 2.3 m
Age group: 5-12
FLOW OF PLAY

- CLIMB AND BALANCE
- RUN ALONG THE ARM!
- CRAWL UNDER THE ARM!
- CLIMB THE NET TO GET INSIDE
- PEEK OUT THROUGH THE EYES
- SLIDE DOWN
- LOOK OUT THROUGH DIFFERENT HOLES AND OPENINGS
- CLIMB THE NET TO GET INSIDE
- CRAWL INSIDE
- CLIMB AND SPIN
- CLIMB AND SPIN
- CLIMB AND JUMP
- CLIMB AND JUMP
- SWING
- JUMP FROM BOARD TO BOARD
- BALANCE
- BALANCE
- SURF AND BALANCE
- SLIDE DOWN
- JUMP
- CLIMB AND BALANCE
- JUMP
Use the transfer platform to enter into the giant blue octopus' head.
Take the built-in slide all the way down!

Drive along the arms and get to safety outside of the octopus' reach!

The swings are accessible from ground level and offer a swinging type of play component, as well as an element of roleplay: Imagine that your swinging in and out of safety with your friends!

The octopus arm offers different play experiences:
Drive your wheel chair all the way to the octopus arm, and hold on to the suckers to pull yourself up.
Run your hands over the octopus suckers and imagine that the octopus is about to grab you!

The swings are accessible from ground level and offer a swinging type of play component, as well as an element of roleplay: Imagine that your swinging in and out of safety with your friends!

Drive your wheel chair to the somersault bar and grab it, to work on your upper body strength.

Run your hands over the octopus suckers and imagine that the octopus is about to grab you!

Drive your wheel chair to the somersault bar and grab it, to work on your upper body strength.

Use the transfer platform to enter into the giant blue octopus' head.
Take the built-in slide all the way down!

Transfer to the surf boards, and lay on them as you feel the movement of the ocean waves underneath!

Drive your wheel chair to the somersault bar and grab it, to work on your upper body strength.
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Existing museum to the south.

Area: 391 m²
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